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Abstract. To detect anomaly sensing data, in some existing methods, a sensor node first checks its
sensing data. Only the node finds its data may be anomalous, it turns to other nodes for further
detection. This reduces the energy consume, but it introduces the risk of cheat. Since sensor nodes are
often physically captured, a compromised sensor node is able to stop checking its data. To cover it, in
this paper, we propose the method that every neighbor node checks directly the node’s sensing data
and sink node fuses all neighbor node’s detection to obtain the final conclusion. More importantly,
neighbor node’s detection is quantified as subjective logic opinion, and these opinions are fused with
fusing operator of subjective logic. When only few nodes are compromised, our solution is capable of
exposing compromised node.
Introduction
Sensor network plays an important role in our life[1,9]. For example, to warn potential fires in history
museum, a lot of sensor nodes are deployed densely in the monitoring area. However, the sensor
nodes are not always deployed in the safe region. So the sensor nodes are easy to be physically
captured, and an attacker can send some false sensing data to disturb the entire sensor network. To
overcome it, the sensor network have to find the anomalous sensing data and expose compromised
nodes.
Some solutions are proposed to check anomalous sensing data[4,5]. In our opinion, they are
two-phase methods. At first, every sensor node checks its sensing data. If its sensing data may be
anomalous, the node turns to its neighbor nodes for further detection. So its neighbor nodes cooperate
to check the data. However, this method is not always run smoothly. Due to the nature that the sensor
nodes are usually deployed in insecurity area, it is easy to be physically captured. In this scenario, a
compromised node may stop checking its data and send some false sensing data to disturb sensor
network.
To cover it, in this paper, we propose one novel method. In sensor network, some sensor nodes do
not send sensing data to save energy. Since transmitting sensing data takes most of the energy, one
sensor node only intercept its neighbor node’s message if it sends similar data. In this paper, we call
the node that send sensing data as active node, and other node as inactive node. Noted that active
nodes are our checking targets, and their neighbor nodes are always intercepting their sensing data for
the detection. If one inactive node finds any active node sends a false data, it sends an alarm message
to sink node. At this time, the sink node collects all messages on the same active node, and fuses the
messages to obtain the final result.
Since some inactive nodes may send alarm messages, so we have to face one problem: these
inactive nodes have to circle the compromised active node and find a new road to sink node. Once a
routing is built, every node should have one road to sink node. In our method, only the active node
may be found that it is compromised because all inactive nodes do not send sensing data. So if one
active node is detected to be compromised, the routing is broken. It is possible that a neighbor node
can't find a road to sink node because it has to circle the compromised node. When the sink node
considers that the node is compromised, it has to build the routing for sensor network. However, in
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this paper, we do not discuss it for the limiting space. However we consider that our method are
complementary to the existing route building method.
In this paper, we use subjective logic opinion to quantity the detection of neighbor node. As well
known, temporal correlation[5] and spatial correlation[2,3] are the solid ground to find the anomalous
data. However, it is a challenge to quantity them. In some existing work, neighbor node often
considers that the checked data are absolutely anomalous or not[8,10]. In fact, it is very difficult to
give the absolute conclusion, and the uncertainty usually disturbs the detection. To overcome it, we
use subjective logic opinion to quantity the detection of neighbor node. In our solution, we try to
compute the subjective logic opinion which is able to realistically quantity the view of neighbor
nodes.
Our method has a shortcoming. If one node have too many compromised neighbor nodes, these
compromised node may disturbs the detection. Suppose that one node has five neighbor nodes, but
three neighbor nodes are compromised. So if these compromised nodes are controlled by one attacker,
and they send the false alarm messages to sink node. In this time, sink node may draw a false
conclusion. Moreover, it is difficult to find the attack with our method. So our method should be used
in the network with few compromised nodes.
Background and Our Motivation
It is hard to protect sensor nodes because that they are deployed in insecure area. Limit to the cost, it
is hard to improve sensor nodes to protect them. So an attacker is capable of physically capturing one
sensor node, and inserting the false data to disturb the sensor network. To overcome it, some solutions
are proposed to detect anomalous data with the cooperation of neighbor nodes. For example, as
shown in the figure 1, node O has four neighbor nodes including node A, node B, node C and node D.
Since they are in close proximity, their sensing data are usually similar, and this is called spatial
correlation [2,3]. With spatial correlation, every neighbor node is able to expose the anomalous data
sent by node O.

Fig. 1 An example of our method
There is a collection work that detect anomalous sensing data or compromised sensor node with
spatial correlation. In the solution proposed by ref [4], every node first checks its data before
cooperation-detection. Similar to it, our previous work[5], every node detects its data through
temporal correlation. In this paper, we call these methods two-phase methods. With the above
example, at the first phase, node O checks its sensing data. At the second phase, neighbor nodes of
node O, including node A, node B, node C and node D, cooperate to check the data of node O further.
As mention earlier, a sensor node is easy to be physically captured. So the sensor node may be
compromised, and it is possible that the node does not check its data as our expectation. Thus,
self-detection is not only improve the detection, but also disturb the detection of neighbor nodes.
Our solution is called one-phase solution. When the suspected sensor node is sending the data, its
neighbor sensor nodes intercept and check the data. Thus, even the suspected sensor node does not
send an alarm message, its neighbor nodes are still able to detect the anomalous data and expose the
compromised node. Our method is able to avoid the intervention of compromised sensor node. To
quantity the detection of neighbor node, we introduce subjective logic opinion into our solution.
Moreover, those subjective logic opinions are fused with the fusing operator to give a final
conclusion. With the above example, node A, node B, node C and node D are neighbor nodes for node
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O. If node O is the compromised node and send a false data, these neighbor nodes all send the alarm
messages to the sink node who fuse these opinions to get the final conclusion.
There is a routing problem for part of neighbor nodes. For example, node A finds node O may be
compromised node, and decides to send a message to sink node. However, node O is one active node,
and the messages of node A are first sent to node O allowing the current routing. This means that the
compromised node is still possible to disturb the detection by refusing or rewriting the messages. So
the node A should find another road to sink node. For example, it can ask for node B to transmit the
message. However, it is possible that the neighbor node has no other choose to find a new road to the
sink node. In our solution, these messages have to be abandoned for simplifying the solution and
energy consume.
Our Solution
In this paper, we suppose that sensor nodes are densely deployed. It means that every sensor node
should has several neighbor nodes. Otherwise, it is possible that a compromised node has no neighbor
nodes to report the alarm message. So our solution fail to expose the compromised node. Before the
detection, we suppose that sensor network had built the routing to collect the sensing data from all
active nodes. The active nodes always send the messages, and its neighbor nodes may be inactive
nodes or active nodes. In our solution, the active nodes are our detecting targets, and all nodes may be
the voters for detecting the compromised nodes.
We first discuss the method to produce the neighbor node’s opinion with the example shown in the
figure 1. Noted that the opinion is abbreviation of the subjective logic opinion. Since the opinion is a
quadruple as denoted as {b,d,u,a}, we discuss how to compute b, d, u and a as following.
The first step is to estimate the future sensing data of routing node that is node O in the above
example. To the end, every neighbor node has to store two sensing data of node O. We denote the
sensing data as x(O n+1 ), and it means that node O’s sensing data at time t n+1 . We suppose current time
is t n . Besides that, every neighbor node has to keep some sensing data for . For example, node A has
to keep x(O n-1 ), x(O n-2 ), x(A n-1 ), x(A n-2 ). Now, node A estimates its expected sensing data at t n+1 as
formula 1.
x( An ) − x( An−1 )
(1)
x′( An+1 ) = x( An ) +
• (t n+1 − t n )
t n − t n−1
Next, node A estimates the expected value of node O at t n+1 as formula 2.
x(On ) − x(On−1 )
x′(On+1 ) = x(On ) +
• (t n+1 − t n )
t n − t n−1
(2)
However, x'(O n+1 ) is computed expected value, it may be inaccurate to real value. We can improve
the value with node A’s real value at t n+1 . At t n+1 , node A has current sensing data denoted as x(A n+1 ),
and obtains the distance dis = x(A n+1 ) -x'(An+1). With dis, node A can compute the expected value of
node O at t n+1 : x"(O n+1 ) = x'(O n+1 ) + dis.
Now, node A begins to generate its opinion. Node A first computes c = x" (O n+1 ) - x(O n+1 ) that
x(O n+1 ) is intercepted by node A at t n+1 . Similar, Node A computes that d = x'(A n+1 ) - x(A n+1 ). With c
and d, Node A obtains u as formula 3.
c−d
u=
c+d
(3)
We believe that our method to obtain u is reasonable. In subjective logic, u means the uncertainty
of opinion. So the difference between the sensing data of node A and node O can reflect the
uncertainty. With u, node A can obtain b. In our opinion, we consider that d is zero, so b=1-u. In this
paper, we set a as 0.5. Now, the neighbor node computed the opinion as the alarm message.
When a neighbor node find the active node may be compromised node, it needs to report its
opinion to sink node. To this end, the neighbor node has to find a road to sink node which is not
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including the compromised node. Some neighbor nodes may find a new road to sink node. However,
it is possible that some neighbor nodes fail to do that. We discuss this in detail.
Figure 2 shows the example of rebuilding routing for the neighbor nodes. When a neighbor node
finds node O may be a compromised node, it begins to find a new road to sink node. In the example,
node D may be the node that can send sensing data to sink node because it finds a new active node P
to report the alarm message. Similar to node D, node C can find node P as its upstream node. Though
node B can't send a alarm message to node P, it can send a message to node C. So node B take node C
as its upstream node. Noted that, node C only transmit the alarm message, do not transmit sensing
data. The sensing data are still transmit with the previous routing. Unfortunately, node A fails to find
any node to report alarm message because node O is the only one upstream node.
To rebuild alarm routing, in sensor network, every node is set one ID. At the initial time, sink
node floods one routing message, and these nodes that can receive this message are called 1-jmp
nodes. After that, all 1-jmp nodes flood the similar routing message, and these nodes that can receive
this message are called 2-jmp nodes. n-jmp is the ID of every node. When one i-jmp neighbor node
wants to find a new upstream node, it floods one report message. Any i-1-jmp node that receives the
message transmits the report message to the i-2-jmp nodes. When any active node receives the report
message, it floods an answer message. The answer message is relayed to i-jmp neighbor node. Thus a
new report routing is built. If the neighbor node fails to obtain the answer message in a long time, it
considers that it fails to find a new road to sink node.

Fig. 2 An example of rebuild routing
There is a special scenery to rebuild report routing. For example, similar to figure 2, neighbor node
A and node C are 2-jmp node, and node P is 1-jmp node, and node B is 3-jmp node. We suppose that
node A fails to find any 1-jmp node to report the alarm message. However, node B is one node that
has build a road to sink node. According to our above rebuild report routing method, node A fails to
find node B as the upstream node. The improvement can cover it. However, it may takes more energy
to do that. So these neighbor nodes are ignored in our solution. In fact, it is inevitable that some
neighbor nodes fail to find a new road to the sink node.
After rebuilding alarm routing, the sink node can receive some alarm messages to expose some
compromised node. In this paper, we use fusing operator [6,7] to fuse the neighbor node's opinion for
the final conclusion. The fusing rule is shown as followings.
Suppose there are two opinion ѡA={bA,0,uA,0.5} and ѡB={bB,0,uB,0.5}, the fused opinion is
denoted as ѡA◊B={bA◊B,0,uA◊B,0.5}, and the computed rules is as formula 4
case I. For uA≠0 ˅uB≠0:
 A◊B
b Au B + b B u A
b
=

u A +u B − u A u B

u �Au B
u A◊B =
 �
u A +u B − u A u B
case II. For uA=0˄uB=0:
 b A◊B = b Aγ A + b B γ B
 uA 
 uB  B
 A


(4)
,
lim
γ
where γ A = lim A
=
 A◊B
B 
B 
u +u 
u +u 
u） = 0
With the fusing operator, these opinions are fused to one final opinion. On the final opinion, the
sink node computes the final score of the checked node. The method is as following: e=b+a*u, where
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e is the final score. We need to define a threshold value k. If e is bigger than k, we consider that the
node may be compromised. Otherwise, the sink node keeps checking the node until no alarm
messages about the node are sent to it.
Noted that neighbor node sends the alarm message only when it finds the active node may be a
compromised node. It means that not all neighbor nodes report the alarm messages because some
nodes consider the node is a normal node. Moreover, as pointed before, some neighbor nodes fail to
report the alarm message. So the sink node has to give up some alarm opinions for the detection. Due
to the above causes, a sink node may has not enough opinions to draw the conclusion. Moreover, a
compromised neighbor node may send a false alarm opinion to disturb the sink node. In our opinion,
it is not reasonable to identify a compromised node only with one opinion because we fail to know the
opinion is not forged. To overcome it, only more than q neighbor nodes send the alarm message, we
identify the compromised node.
Discussion
Our solution overcomes the shortcoming that compromised active node would circle the detection by
sending false sensing data. Our solution is one-phase method which the detection is done only with
the opinions of neighbor nodes. Thus, even the active node is compromised, it fails to disturb its
neighbor nodes and the sink node.
Other advantage of our solution is that our method use subjective logic to quantity the detection of
the neighbor nodes. Though our method generating the subjective logic opinion is not optimal, we
give one method that transmit the bi-value opinion to subjective logic opinion. In fact, some previous
solution directly give the result on the number of yes or no. However, in most of time, one opinion of
neighbor nodes usually hold uncertainty. On the other side, subjective logic is used to describe the
opinion holding the uncertainty. So we use subjective logic opinion to express the detection.
Our solution is designed to find the compromised active node, but the compromised neighbor
nodes may disturb our detection. As pointed out earlier, an active node works smoothly, but its
neighbor node has been physically captured which is denoted as node X. Now, the attacker has a way
to disturb the network by inserting some false alarm messages with node X. Thus sink node may
consider the current active node is compromised, and remove the node from sensor network. To
overcome it, a sink node does not consider that one node is compromised only with one alarm
message. However, if the node has too many compromised neighbor nodes, our method usually fail to
overcome it. So our method is effective that few nodes are compromised in sensor network.
Summary
In this paper, to overcome the shortcoming of two-phase method, we propose one-phase method. In
our solution, the neighbor node intercepts the sensing data sent by the target, and generates the
subjective logic opinion. To report the opinion, a neighbor node has to find a new road to sink node
which circle the compromised node. After collecting enough messages, a sink node fuses these
opinions with subjective logic fusing operator. With the fused opinion, a sink node can obtain the
anomalous score. If the score is bigger than our preset threshold, we consider the node may be
compromised.
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